ABOUT US
Lorem ipsum dolor sit
SuperHiTech has been a supplier and manufacturing
ﬁrm in the ﬁeld of petrochemicals for over a period of
two decades.We Provide services such as Overhauling, Repair and AMC for an extensive range of product based pumps(LPG, Petrol, Diesel, Ethanol, Lube or
any Chemical). What makes us elite in this ﬁeld is the
extensive Range and experience that pushes us above
the competition and makes us reliable

OUR
SERVICES
Corrective/Breakdown Maintenance

MAINTANCE AND REPAIR
SuperHiTech Maintenance and Repair Services
assists with critical systems checks and plant
equipment maintenance

The scope of Coorective/Breakdown Maintenance shall include all the Breakdwon and Failures Occuring in the pump at any time during

QUICK RESPONSE

24hrs x 365days incusive of all sundays and holi-

SuperHiTech’s 24/7 service is a perfect anecdote to that problem as our response time is
blazing quick and will solve your problems at
the drop of a hat.

days
Pump use sequencing
Overall Visual Inspection
Lubrication checking
Packing checking for wear

HIGH PERFORMANCE

Aligning the pump/ Motor coupling

SuperHiTech is known for all the high per-

Checking all pump mountings

famnce product that we use that not only give

Checking bearings

high performance but also improves the eﬃ-

And many more....

ciency

MATERIALS
Super Hi Tech has been trusted for more than 20
years to design, manufacture and distribute mechanical seals, sealing systems and parts to customers across India. Our collection of mechanical seals is supported by strong aftermarket services, and provides users with safety and environmental beneﬁts.
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Given Material above in
SS316/EN8SS304

Pump shaft

Since our founding, SuperHiTech has quickly become
well-known as a trusted
partner of many of the
regions key public and private organisations. We
have worked closely and
successfully with government departments and
major companies, and
pride ourselves on meeting
and exceeding our clients
high expectations. Here,
you can ﬁnd a selection of
the many client organisations we already work
closely alongside.

OUR
CLIENTS
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